
From: tony higgins
To: City Clerk; Mayor Michael Detoy; Michael Jenkins; City Council; Ken Robertson
Subject: Failure of E-comment again and again and again
Date: Monday, December 13, 2021 9:16:34 AM

Dear City Clerk,

Once again i tried to make an Ecomment on the December 14th agenda item related to
extending the single lane configuration using the guest-user process.  

Once again it failed with a server error.

So once again i tried to sign-in using my username & password. 

i couldnt remember my password so i requested a password reset email and once again 5
minutes later the message had not been received...  This is the third time ive tried to reset the
password and the third time the receipt of reset email has been unreasonably delayed.

Accordingly can you please add this as a supplemental to the single lane extension item on the
upcoming agenda

START

December 13, 2021

Dear City Council

The city staff and city council sold the single lane configuration as a TEMPORARY measure.
  The definition of "TEMPORARY" is clear: Lasting for a limited time; not permanent.

It follows that something like the single lane configuration that was sold to the public as a
temporary measure should have a beginning and an end.  

But the city, despite its assurances that the single lane project/outdoor dining projects were
temporary and ONLY needed to support the business community for the duration of the Covid
Pandemic restrictions; city staff and the council have continued lie to the public about the
TEMPORARY nature of these projects.  

Now the business district and city staff want still another extension.  

Well the bars and restaurants were reopened way back in May of 2021.  If the single lane
project was truly intended to be temporary there would have been money budgeted to return to
the two lane configuration but there was NOT!!!

Temporary does not mean permanent but that's the snake oil the city is selling.

It's just another example of the lies and gaslighting; the way our city council and city
administrators deal with anyone that opposes their agenda. 

Approving any extension at this point is just perpetuating these lies.
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Anthony Higgins
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